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When does ‘Diversity’ in Development Reduce
Common Failures?

Insights from Probabilistic Modelling
Kizito Salako, Lorenzo Strigini, Member, IEEE

Abstract

Fault tolerance via diverse redundancy, with multiple “versions” of a system in a redundant configuration, is an attractive
defence against design faults. To reduce the probability of common failures, development and procurement practices pursue
“diversity” between the ways the different versions are developed. But difficult questions remain open about which practices are
more effective to this aim.

About these questions, probabilistic models have helped by exposing fallacies in “common sense” judgements. However, most
make very restrictive assumptions. They model well scenarios in which diverse versions are developed in rigorous isolation from
each other: a condition that many think desirable, but is unlikely in practice.

We extend these models to cover non-independent development processes for diverse versions. This gives us a rigorous
way of framing claims and open questions about how best to pursue diversity, and about the effects – negative and positive –
of commonalities between developments, from specification corrections to the choice of test cases. We obtain three theorems
that, under specific scenarios, identify preferences between alternative ways of seeking diversity. We also discuss non-intuitive
issues, including how expected system reliability may be improved by creating intentional “negative” dependencies between the
developments of different versions.

Index Terms

Common-mode failure, Software Diversity, Fault tolerance, Multiversion software, Probability of failure on demand, Reliability.

I. INTRODUCTION

A defence against design faults in all kinds of systems is redundancy with diversity. In its simplest form, this means that
a system is built out of a set of subsystems (known as versions, channels, lanes), which perform the same or equivalent

functions in possibly different ways and are connected in a “parallel redundant” (1-out-of-N) or a voted scheme 1. The rationale
for such designs is as follows. If a fault-tolerant design uses multiple, identical copies of a subsystem, all copies contain
identical design faults: any circumstances in which one of them were to fail would tend to cause the other copies to fail as
well, possibly with results that, despite being incorrect, are plausible, consistent and thus cannot be recognised as failures.
Diversity eliminates the certainty of design faults being reproduced identically in all channels of the redundant system. One
can hope that any faults (rare, given good quality development) will be unlikely to be similar between channels, causing
them not to fail identically in exactly the same situations. This low probability of common faults can be sought by seeking
“independence” between the developments of the multiple versions. For instance,

• for custom-developed components, development teams work separately, making their separate design choices (and possible
mistakes), within the constraints of the specifications and general project management directives. These directives may
also be specifically geared at “forcing” more diversity, e.g. mandating different architectures or different development
methods [3], [4], [5].

• when building the diverse channels out of pre-existing components, one can seek assurance that the developments were
indeed separate and, for instance, did not rely on common component libraries or designs.

We study a scenario of diversity between software versions, the application of diversity that is most discussed in computing,
though our modelling approach applies more generally.

Difficult questions for a system designer or project manager concern how effective the various ways of pursuing diversity are
towards reducing common failures, so that one can decide when to use diverse designs, and how to manage their procurement.
These questions have generated lively debates, in which positions are often supported by informal appeals to experience and
individual judgement. As usual in software engineering, experimental evidence is limited and hard to generalise, especially to
high-reliability systems. Here we attempt a rigorous probabilistic description of the issues involved, to provide insight, clarify
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assumptions and claims made in this debate, and separate the questions that can only be answered empirically from those that
can be answered by deduction. Among the latter, we show general conditions under which some of the above-mentioned ways
of seeking “independence” are guaranteed to improve expected system reliability.

A. Background: effectiveness of diversity

A basic question is: what probability of common failure can we expect for a system of two or more, “independently”
developed versions? Statistical independence between their failures is often seen as the ideal result to be sought. It would
support assurance of very high reliability of the redundant system at relatively low cost. For instance, we could trust that a
safety system, implemented as a 3-version parallel system, has a probability of failure on demand 2 (pfd) of no more than
10−6 at the very affordable cost of demonstrating that each version has a pfd of no more than 10 −2. This is an attractive
proposition, since trying to demonstrate very high reliability of software imposes high costs for generally limited returns in
terms of confidence [8], [9]. An even better scenario would be one in which common failures never happen.

In reality, one can say very little, a priori, about the probability of common failure for a specific pair of versions. Some
pairs may have no fault that causes them to fail on the same demand. In some other pairs, every time one version fails the
other one will fail as well (cf. section II).

Could we at least predict something about the average results of applying diversity in a certain system? Will the “average
pair” of versions behave like a pair of two “average versions” failing independently? A famous experiment by Knight and
Leveson [10] refuted this conjecture: this “independence on average” property did not hold in the specific population of versions
that their subject programmers developed, and thus cannot be assumed to hold in general. On average, pairs of versions failed
together with far higher probability than the square of the average pfd of individual versions (though far less frequently than
the average individual version). This suggested that the general law in diverse-redundant systems may be, unfortunately, one
of positive correlation – on average – between version failures. Experimental evidence was not enough to support or refute
such general claims; probabilistic modelling offered an explanation of how such correlation may arise. The seminal models
were due to Eckhardt and Lee [11], and Littlewood and Miller [12] (We will refer to them as the “EL” and “LM” models).
The bases of the EL model were:

• from the viewpoint of reliability, a program can be completely described by its behaviour – success or failure – on every
possible demand;

• the process of developing a program is itself subject to variation. One cannot know in advance exactly which program will
result from it and, specifically, which faults it contains (even after delivery, the code may be known, but not, crucially,
on which demands it fails). Development can be modelled as a process of random sampling which selects one program
from the population of all possible programs. The visible properties of the process (system specifications, methods used,
choice of developers) do not determine exactly which program is created, but they determine the probabilities of it being
any specific one;

• some demands are more difficult for the developers to treat correctly than others. One can formally model this “difficulty”
of each particular demand via the probability of a delivered program, “randomly” chosen by the development process,
failing on that specific demand.

In this modelling framework, the reputedly ideal condition of complete isolation between the developments of the various
versions is represented by the assumption that each program version is selected (sampled) independently of the selection of
any other. Eckhardt and Lee [11] showed that if two versions are produced by identical development processes then, even if
the two processes are independent, still the versions produced cannot be expected to fail independently; and “independence on
average”, rather than the norm, would be a limiting, best case scenario. Later, Littlewood and Miller [12] pointed out that the
versions may be developed by different processes: this is indeed the purpose of “forcing” diversity. Then, the “correlation on
average” between failures of the versions could be negative as well as positive. This could even lead to zero expected system
pfd, even if both versions were likely to be faulty. 3 Both the EL and LM models bring important insights:

• even perfect isolation –and thus independence – between the developments of the versions does not imply an expectation
of independence between their failures. Independent developments are indeed naturally modelled by the property that,
given a specific demand, two – independently “sampled” – versions will fail independently, conditionally on that demand,
and yet this in turn implies non-independence for a randomly chosen demand;

• “forcing” diversity may avoid this unwelcome result;
• furthermore, we get a clear, formal description of conditions that increase failure dependence, and thus of which goals

we should pursue when we try to “force” diversity.

2The pfd is a common measure of reliability for systems that work on a per-demand basis. A demand is a discrete stimulus to which a system is required
to respond. A demand can be as simple as a single invocation of a re-entrant procedure, or as complex as the complete sequence of inputs to a flight control
system from the moment it is turned on before take-off to when it is turned off again after landing. The same modelling approach can be extended, with some
extra complexity, to continuously operating software, to model reliability as a function of continuous time [6], [7].

3These are possible results of “forcing” diversity. There will be some difference between the development processes of different versions, so the LM
assumptions always apply (given isolated developments); but this fact alone does not justify an expectation of especially low system pfd.
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These implications have been explored in various applications of this modelling approach, e.g. to the choice of fault removal
methods [13], security [14], and human-machine systems [15].

B. Open questions about development of diverse software

Both the EL and LM models include what we call an “independent sampling assumption” (ISA), representing an extreme
scenario of perfectly isolated developments of the versions. The ISA allows elegant theorems like the EL model’s implication
of “positive correlation on average”.

Here, we study the consequences of violating this assumption, to extend the range of practical insight offered by this kind
of probabilistic models. There are at least two reasons for seeking this extension. The first reason is that “perfectly isolated”
developments appear unlikely in practice. Avoiding all information flows, even indirect, between the version development teams
seems hard; developers often share common education background, or use the same reference books, etc.; normal actions like
clarifications and amendments to the specifications will affect all the development teams.

These scenarios prompt several questions as to their practical implications: do they violate the ISA? And if so, is it still
true that failure independence is unlikely and it is prudent to assume positive correlation? And do they invalidate any other
practical guidance drawn from the EL and LM models?

The second reason for studying violations of the ISA is that the importance of the EL model is in the warning: “Even under
the most optimistic assumptions – perfect independence in development – still, given identical processes, you should expect
positive correlation of failures”. But what if the ISA were not the “most optimistic” assumption? The debate about desirable
practices in diversity has seen over the years many claims that are still undecided. In particular,

• some authors [3] emphasize the goal of “independence” between the development of diverse versions, by strict isolation
of the development teams, from each other (to avoid the propagation of mistakes between the developers of different
versions – “fault leaks”) and from all unnecessary common influences on them;

• others similarly posit that strict isolation of developments is necessary for effective diversity, but argue that it will impede
communications within a system development team, impairing system dependability. This is the argument given for the
decision not to use application software diversity in the Boeing 777 [16].

But this last argument suggests an all-or-nothing choice: complete isolation, or no diversity at all. This is instead a matter
of trade-offs. For instance, correcting a specification error removes a likely cause of faults in more than one version; but
researchers have worried [3], [4], [17] that it may introduce another possible cause of common faults: e.g., a specification
update reflecting a question by developers could propagate to other developers the same view of the implementation problem.
That is, commonalities in development may reduce the probability of any one version failing, but could increase the conditional
probability that if one fails, others may fail with it. System reliability depends on both these probabilities, so there is a trade-off,
and perhaps the best compromise is not always complete isolation: on average, diverse developments made “less diverse” by
communication might be better than either complete isolation or a single-version system.

Thus, the ISA might not be a “best case” assumption. What changes, then, in the advice for practitioners? Does the
pessimistic warning from the EL model become invalid? How should developers of systems with diverse redundancy find a
good compromise between the advantages of isolation and of communication? To help with such decisions, we need to separate
principles that can be justified a priori on mathematical grounds (starting from assumptions that seem empirically justified, or
anyway trusted with some confidence) from those that can only be judged on empirical data. For the former, we aim to state
clearly their meanings and the premises under which they hold.

In the rest of this paper, Section II introduces the reference scenario for the discussion and some terminology, mostly from the
previous literature [12], [11], [7]. Section III recalls the previous theory (EL and LM models) and introduces Bayesian Belief
Networks to represent the stochastic models we use. Section IV analyzes how causes of common failures relate to violations
of the “Independent sampling assumption” (ISA), and their implications for expected system reliability. Section V presents
our novel “preference criteria” between system development processes, regarding intentional separation and diversification
of these processes. Section VI discusses the practical implications of these mathematical considerations for decisions about
managing a multiple-version development process and whether these change the lessons drawn from the EL/LM models. Last,
we summarise our results and indicate directions for future work.

II. REFERENCE SCENARIO AND TERMINOLOGY

We consider a system that may be implemented either as a single version or as a diverse 2-channel, 1-out-of-2 system (Fig.
1). This simplest of diverse-redundant architectures has important concrete applications (e.g., many safety systems); it can be
described by simple models, and yet it presents the essential difficulties of all diverse-redundant systems.

We use the term “[program] versions” to mean diverse, equivalent implementations of the system functions. 4 Following
common usage, when there is no risk of ambiguity, we also call “version” one of the diverse channels of the two-version
system. We avoid the other meaning of the term “versions”, i.e., “results of successive changes to a program”, “releases”.

4This equivalence may be with respect to functions defined at a very high level. E.g., a function might be “emergency shutdown” of a physical plant,
for which the diverse “versions” may include sensors and actuators applying different physical principles of action, and diverse computer hardware running
different algorithms. Thus, our terminology and basic models are meant to cover quite a broad range of systems.
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TABLE I
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Symbol Definition
pfd Probability of failure on demand.
r.v. random variable.
x Value of a demand on a system.
X The set of all possible demands.
X The next demand occurring in operation (a

random variable).
θ (x) Difficulty function: probability of a randomly

selected software version failing on demand x

π A program, a software version.
Π A r.v. representing the development

of a program as a random selection
ω (π, x) Score function: indicator function of whether

software version π fails on demand x.
P (Y = y) Probability of r.v. Y taking on value y.

P (Y = y |W = w) Conditional probability of the r.v. Y taking on
value y, given that the r.v. W takes on value w.

E [Y ] Expectation of the random variable Y .
fA;y(z) A function (associated with channel A) of the

realisations of the random variables Y and Z .
E [Y |Z = z] Conditional expectation of the r.v Y , conditional

on the value z of the r.v. Z .
E [E [Y |Z] ] Expectation of the random variable E [Y |Z].

This evaluates to E [Y ].
Var [Y ] Variance of the random variable Y .

Cov [Y,Z] Covariance of the random variables Y and Z .
Cov [Y,Z |W = w] Conditional covariance of the r.v.s Y and Z ,

conditional on the r.v. W taking the value w.
Note: in each definition, random variable may be replaced with
random vector

Channel A 

(Version A of the protection 
system design) 

Channel B 

(Version B of the protection 
system design) 

Sensor readings (of 
same or different 

physical variables) 

Boolean output to 
“wired-OR” actuators 

Safety Protection System 

Fig. 1. Our reference 1-out-of-2 system, an abstraction of a plant safety system with two diverse channels. A demand is a sequence of inputs that indicates
the plant entering a potentially hazardous state; successful processing of a demand is the triggering of plant shut-down. The outputs of each channel, and of
the system, are logically Boolean variables.

We use this scenario of multiple-version development:

• each version is produced by its version development team (perhaps further divided, as usual, into sub-teams for design,
coding, inspection, testing, etc.);

• one project manager or “manager” defines the requirement specifications that the development teams must implement
and the constraints under which they have to work, issues specification updates and decides on final acceptance of the
developed versions;

• each version is developed by a version development process: the set of conditions affecting development, like the members
of the development team, the specification they are given to implement, the development methods they use (including
the verification and validation policy), any design details that are specified for them a priori, the schedule and budget
constraints, etc;

• we call system development process the combination of the development processes for the two or more versions in a
system, plus the way these processes are co-ordinated.

If the versions are built from off-the-shelf components rather than from scratch, the same terminology applies, with the
only difference that the “project manager” has less minute control on development, only “choosing” the versions’ development
processes indirectly, by selecting their products.

Other aspects of our reference scenario are:
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version 1’s failure regions

version 2’s failure regions

system failure regions

Fig. 2. Overlaps between the failure sets (sets of demands that cause failure) of two diverse software versions. Each horizontal, rectangular surface represents
the set X of all possible demands on the system. The shaded rectangles on the three surfaces depict the failure sets of the two versions, and that of the
1-out-of-2 system – the intersection of the two.

• we consider an “on demand” system. It receives demands from its environment, and the result of processing a demand is
either a success (a correct response) or a failure (an incorrect response) by the system;

• the dependability measure of interest is the system’s probability of failure on demand (pfd). For our purposes, the nature
of the required response to a demand – e.g., whether it is turning on an alarm signal or controlling complex mechanical
actuators – is irrelevant. We only distinguish between two types of response to a demand – success (i.e. correct behaviour),
and failure;

• we only consider “systematic” failures, due to design faults, not covered by the usual analyses methods for “random”
failures.

During execution, there is uncertainty about which demand the software will next receive from its environment. This next
demand is thus a random variable X , taking on values in the set of all possible demands, X . A probability distribution,
the demand profile, specifies for each demand x ∈ X its probability of being the next demand the software receives. 5 The
demand profile summarises, and depends on, the circumstances in which the system is used. It will generally be known with
some degree of imprecision. We use the phrase “a randomly chosen demand” to mean a demand that occurs according to this
random process. We assume the demand profile as fixed and given. The system’s pfd is the probability of the system failing
on a demand X , randomly chosen according to this specific demand profile.

Each version may contain faults, produced by the uncertain and variable process of software development. Due to its faults,
a version fails deterministically on certain demands, its failure set. 6 The sum of the probabilities of these demands is the pfd of
that version: a demand profile associates a pfd value to the failure set of a version. The system’s failure set is the intersection
of the versions’ failure sets (Fig. 2).

III. BASIC CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND FAILURE OF DIVERSE-REDUNDANT SYSTEMS

In this section we briefly recall the EL and LM models [11], [12], which we extend in section IV-B.

A. Describing failure probabilities, given known failure sets

Given a program (or system) that behaves deterministically, we can characterise its faults via a Boolean score function
ω(π, x), defined for each demand, x, and program, π, as:

ω(π, x) =

{
0, if π processes x correctly
1, if π fails on x

Score functions are normally unknown, but they are a useful device for reliability modelling.
For the next randomly chosen demand X , the score function of π, ω(π,X), is also a random variable (“r.v.” henceforth),

and π’s pfd is its expected value:

pfdπ := P (ω (π,X) = 1)

= E [ω(π,X)] (1)

where (cf. Table I), “E [ω(π,X)]” is the mean of the r.v. ω(π,X), with respect to the distribution of the r.v. X .

5We follow the convention of using uppercase letters (e.g. X) for random variables, and lowercase letters (e.g. x) for the values which they can take.
6The assumption of determinism can be relaxed. This implies making the ω function (see section III-A) a probability rather than a binary value.
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B. Describing uncertainty about the failure points: version sampling distribution and difficulty function

Modelling program development as random sampling, we define a r.v., Π, whose realisation is the specific program that is
in the end produced. Π will take on a value π from the set of all possible programs 7.

The “version development process” of a program (section II) determines a version sampling distribution: the distribution
of Π. That is, for each program version π that could be produced, the version sampling distribution specifies the probability
P (Π = π) of π actually being produced.

This way of modelling acknowledges the variability of the outcome of a software development process. Even a closely
controlled process does not strictly determine the software produced, with its faults. We expect different “values” of the
circumstances of development to induce different distributions of the r.v. Π. The development of a program under given
circumstances is modelled as running the stochastic version development process once, “extracting a program at random” from
a population of programs. We will use phrases like “a randomly selected program [version]” in this sense: the program may
be yet to be built, or already delivered, but it is still unknown in that its score function is unknown.

We call difficulty function θ(x) ([12]) the function whose value on demand x is the probability of a “randomly selected”
software version failing on x. For brevity, we call the value of a difficulty function on a demand the difficulty of that demand.
Each program π has an associated score function, ω(π, x), defined on the space of demands, X . For a demand x, given a
version sampling distribution, the difficulty of x is:

θ (x) := P (ω (Π, x) = 1 )

= E [ω(Π, x)]

=
∑
allπ

ω (π, x)P (Π = π) (2)

The difficulty function depends on the version development process and thus on the development team. Intuitively, the more
likely it is that a version will be developed which fails on the demand, the more difficult the demand is.

Distinct versions may have different pfds. The average pfd over all possible versions is the probability of a randomly chosen
version failing on a randomly chosen demand:

E [pfd] := P (ω (Π, X) = 1 )

= E [θ (X)] (3)

C. Implications for two-version system

The EL and LM models imply that, for two software versions, even if independently developed, it is wrong to estimate
their joint pfd by multiplying their individual pfd estimates. The reasoning is as follows. For a specific system development
project (with its particular constraints and circumstances), the two redundant channels, A and B, have associated r.v.s, Π A and
ΠB , representing the program version that will eventually be produced for each channel. Π A and ΠB have associated version
sampling distributions, and thus difficulty functions, θA(x) and θB(x). In the EL model, the development teams develop their
versions “in similar ways”, to the extent of “selecting them randomly” according to the same distribution, though rigorously
independently. For any given demand, they are equally likely to make mistakes on that demand – they have identical difficulty
functions, θA(x) = θB(x) = θ(x). When this randomly chosen pair of versions receive the same, randomly chosen demand,
the probability of both failing is:

P

(
ω (ΠA, X)ω (ΠB, X) = 1

)
= E[ω(ΠA, X)ω(ΠB, X)]

= E[θAB(X)] = E[θA(X)θB(X)]

= P

(
ω (ΠA, X) = 1

)
P

(
ω (ΠB , X) = 1

)
+Var [θ(X)]

= E [ pfdA]
2
+Var [θ(X)] (4)

where θAB(x) is the joint (or system) difficulty function, defined similarly to the difficulty functions for single versions. Since
the versions are developed independently, θAB(x) = θA(x)θB(x) (see Appendix A). In (4) we have used the fact that for
identical version sampling processes P (ΠA fails on X) = P (ΠB fails on X); Var [θ(X)] is the variance of the r.v. θ(X)
and thus (as for any r.v.) is non-negative: (4) shows that the expected system pfd can be no better than the square of the
expected pfd of a single version, which would be the expected system pfd if the versions failed independently. The problem
is the variation of difficulty across the demand space: Var [θ(X)] is zero only if (implausibly) the difficulty function does not
vary between demands.

7This set is large but finite. In the broadest sense, it includes any sequence of zeros and ones that fits in the finite computer memory available. Many such
sequences have zero probability of being produced, as they are meaningless or implement functions completely different from that specified.
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The LM model instead recognises that the version development processes are unlikely to be identical: in general, θ A(x) �=
θB(x), at least for some x. In particular, the project manager can impose different constraints on the two version development
teams (“forced diversity”). So, unlike in EL, the expected system pfd is:

P

(
ω (ΠA, X)ω (ΠB, X) = 1

)
= E [pfdA] E [pfdB] + Cov [θA(X), θB(X)] . (5)

The covariance term could be negative, so that the average system pfd could be better than the product E [pfd A] E [pfdB]:
the lower bound for the mean system pfd is no longer this product term. The average system pfd could even be 0, even if
E [pfdA]E [ pfdB] > 0 (iff on every x at least one between θA and θB has value 0). So, the covariance term is a measure of
how often demands on the system are demands for which the two versions’ difficulty functions are both especially low, or
high. The effectiveness of “forcing” diversity depends on the extent to which it makes the demands that are “more difficult”
for one version “less difficult” for the other one.

D. Representation of the probabilistic models via BBNs

The EL and LM models highlight the importance of conditional independence relations between random events when
reasoning about the probability of coincident failure between software versions. To describe such relations, Bayesian networks
(or “Bayesian Belief Networks”, BBNs), as in Fig. 3, are a convenient formalism; they:

• depict conditional independence relations (and, thus, joint distributions) between random events
• can be analyzed, by rules applied to the topology of the BBN, to elicit the consequences of conditional independence

relations between sets of random events.
We introduce basic concepts with reference to Fig. 3. References for the mathematical underpinnings of BBNs [18], their
applications [19] and their uses in dependability models [20] are listed in the Bibliography.

A BBN is a directed, acyclic graph. Each node represents a random variable. Nodes without common parents are mutually
independent r.v.s. Nodes with common parents are independent, conditionally on the values of the common parent nodes.
For each node, a set of conditional probability distributions is defined: the distributions of the r.v. associated with that node,
conditional on each possible combination of values of the r.v.s associated with the node’s parents. For instance, in Fig. 3
the probability distribution of node ΠA is the version sampling distribution of the version development process for system
channel A; the distribution associated with the binary r.v. “ΠA fails” is, for each pair of values {π, x} of the r.v.s ΠA and X ,
given by the score function ω(π, x). The probability distribution of the binary r.v. “System fails” is a deterministic function (a
degenerate probability distribution): for all combinations of values of the binary variables “Π A fails” and “ΠB fails”, “System
fails” equals their product with probability 1.

Demand 
     X 

Development of Channel A 

Development of  Channel B 

B  
fails 

 
fails 

System 
  fails 

System
 operation 

B

A
A

Fig. 3. Bayesian network (BBN) representing the EL and LM models. The absence of parent nodes common to ΠA and ΠB represents the assumption that
the versions are chosen independently (ISA). The single common ancestor X for the two nodes “ΠA fails”, “ΠB fails” shows that they fail independently,
conditionally on the randomly chosen demand X . The dashed-contour, rounded boxes (not part of BBN syntax) identify subgraphs that model distinct physical
processes.

A BBN’s topology implies certain conditional independence relations among its nodes. Two r.v.s in a BBN, say X and Y ,
are conditionally independent, conditional on some set of r.v.s Z , if every path (consecutive sequence of edges and nodes)
between X and Y is blocked by Z . In this case we say that Z d-separates X and Y . A path, p, is said to be blocked by Z if
and only if

• p contains a chain i→ m→ j or a fork i← m→ j such that m ∈ Z , or;
• p contains an inverted fork (or collider) i→ m← j such that m /∈ Z and no descendant of m is in Z .

If Z does not d-separate X and Y , and all the nodes/elements of Z are ancestors of Y , say, then it is possible to marginalise
(calculate an average of) the joint distribution of Y and Z to obtain the distribution of Y . This important transformation allows
us to transform seemingly different BBN models of system development processes into a form (Fig. 6) that highlights sources
of probabilistic dependence between the developments, and failures, of diverse versions.

In summary, conditional independence can be captured by the property of d-separation between the nodes of some suitable
BBN topology. To analyze relationships between random events in a system’s lifecycle, we can use a BBN representing the
joint probability distributions of r.v.s that model these events. For example, in Fig. 3 the nodes Π A, ΠB and X are the only
parent nodes of “ΠA fails” and “ΠB fails”, which in turn are the only parents for “System fails”. This shows that whether the
system fails on a demand is determined by which versions form the system, and by the demand.
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IV. COMMONALITIES BETWEEN DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES; VIOLATIONS OF “INDEPENDENT SAMPLING”

A. “Independent sampling” and its possible violations

The Independent Sampling Assumption (ISA) of the EL and LM models describes an ideal regime of complete separation
between the developments of two versions: with “perfect” separation, there is no way that the development of one version
may influence the development of another one. There is conditional independence, given any specific demand x, between the
failures of the two versions: the probability of x being a failure point for one version does not depend on whether it is a failure
point for the other version; or, the probability of building a two-version system that fails on x is the product of the probabilities
of each version development team building a version that fails on x: θAB(x) = θA(x)θB(x). Thus, the ISA allows one to
derive equations (4) and (5) (see Appendix A).

Even with this restrictive assumption, the EL and LM models can model many “commonalities” that are of concern in
developing or procuring diverse systems. For instance, a concern may be that different development organisations share a
culture – staff educated by similar schools, using similar reference books, etc – and thus are liable to the same “mental blind
spots” in their work. These shared blind spots are modelled via “high difficulty” sets of demands, without violating the ISA:
similarity of culture affects the developers even though their activities are otherwise isolated.

There are, however, several reasons for studying scenarios in which the ISA is false:
• complete separation is unlikely for various practical reasons. So, we ought to study the effects of the inevitable, though

possibly small, departures from it;
• communication between the teams may sometimes be desirable, in situations in which:

– despite increasing correlation between failures of the versions on each demand, it improves the reliabilities of the
individual versions so much that the net effect is improved system reliability;

– or it is devised so as to reduce correlation between failures of the versions and improve system reliability.
• even without letting the teams interact, the project manager may wish to improve the expected pfd of the diverse-redundant

system by methods that could violate conditional independence. Examples are:
– allowing the two teams to choose freely the algorithms for implementing the specification, but with the constraint

that they use different algorithms The hope is to produce negative correlation between the team’s mistakes on the
same demand (cf App. E) ;

– mandating some common quality assurance procedure which may cause positive correlation. For instance, testing the
two versions on the same test cases may be a cost-effective way of pursuing reliability of both versions and thus of
the system.

Demand 
     X 

Development of Channel A 

Development of  Channel B 

B

 
fails 

 
fails 

System 
  fails 

System
 operation 

B

A

A

NE
1E 2E … 

AI

BI

BJ

AJ

Fig. 4. A BBN depicting a (two-version) system development process affected by multiple influences. The nodes to the left of ΠA and ΠB may represent,
e.g., design artefacts, test techniques and test cases, and factors affecting these various aspects of development, like communication between the teams and
the project manager. Influences may interact, e.g., errors in a specification may affect choices of test cases, and both affect which version is delivered. Some
influences, like JA or IB , affect the development of only one version; others – E1, . . . , EN – affect both.

B. Modelling violations of “independent sampling”

To describe situations in which the version developments are not completely isolated from each other we introduce the
concept of [random] influences: any events or circumstances that affect a development project and may vary unpredictably,
modelled as r.v.s (or random vectors). This randomness can represent “uncertainty in the world” (aleatory uncertainty), if we
wish to predict the results of a development process that has yet to happen and is affected by random factors. However, it
can just as naturally represent “uncertainty in knowledge” (epistemic uncertainty): the development has taken place, but what
we know about it does not include the values of all these variables. Influences may represent events external to the software
development process (e.g. requirements or budgets) or generated internally (e.g. choice of test cases).

We are interested in the effects of common influences: those that affect the developments of both versions. We will show
that such common influences indeed affect (increase or reduce) correlation between version failures. Figs. 4 and 5 show two
scenarios with multiple influences, respectively a generic process and one in which a set of concrete common influences and
r.v.s are identified.
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Demand
X

Channel A’s
development

Channel B’s
development

fails

fails

System
fails

A

B

System
operation

Speci�cations
wording and errors

coding
unit

testing/inspe
ction/re-
work

system
testing/
version

debugging

execution on
demand

Speci�cation
clari�cations

initial
version
code

version
before
system
testing

version as
delivered

System
Test

Demands

failure or
success

Process

activities:

A

B

High-level
design

Fig. 5. A BBN with examples of common influences between the developments of two versions. The top and bottom rows of nodes represent artefacts at
successive stages of production of the two versions. Their names are listed above the graph.The labels under the graph name the activities that transform
an artefact into the next one. Each is subject to some degree of randomness in its results, justifying the views of each artefact as a random variable, whose
distribution is determined by the values of its parent nodes: the artefact “upstream” (to the left) of it, and in most stages a common influence as well: a node
in the middle row. Here, only the unit testing phase is performed without common influences affecting both teams.

Demand 
     X 

Development of Channel A 

Development of  Channel B 
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System 
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System
 operation 

B

A
A

NE1E … 

Fig. 6. The BBNs in Figs. 4 or 5 can be transformed into a shape like this BBN: the only influences are direct “parent” nodes of ΠA and ΠB , common
to both version development processes. The intermediate nodes through which the influences affect ΠA and ΠB have been removed by marginalising the
distributions in the BBN of Fig. 4 with respect to the non-common influences. Thus, many scenarios in which the ISA does not hold can be described by the
same form of equation that applies to this figure, and which we study in this paper.

If the value of an influence is known, we can stop seeing it as a r.v. and can remove it from the BBN. The BBNs for the
EL and LM models (Fig. 3), contain only the right-hand part of the BBNs in either Fig. 4 or Fig. 5, meaning that common
influences are either absent or considered known.

If in a development process the sampling distribution depends on the values e 1, . . . , eN of N random influences, we can
still talk about a difficulty function, the probability of a randomly sampled program failing on a certain demand. For a given
actual history of a development project, among the many possible histories, there will be a difficulty function conditional on
the specific values that all influences actually took8:

θe1,...,eN (x) := P (ω (Π, x) = 1 |E1 = e1, . . . , EN = eN )

=
∑
all π

ω (π, x)P (Π = π|e1, . . . , eN ) . (6)

Averaging this conditional difficulty function, over all the possible combinations of values of the influences, gives the marginal
difficulty θ (x) – the probability of demand x being a failure point, given all the possible histories of the development process.
The conditional difficulty is a r.v., since it is a function of the common influences, which are r.v.s: we use the notation
θe1,...,ek,Ek+1,...,EN (x) for a difficulty function conditional on specific values, e 1, . . . , ek, of some influences, for a range of
possible development histories in which the remaining influences, Ek+1, . . . , EN , take on values according to their respective
probability distributions.

In general, these various difficulty functions differ. E.g., the event “demand x will be a failure point in the delivered
software” has different probabilities depending on whether an influence value is given, say “specification change 4.3.12 was
issued, clarifying required behaviour on x” or no value is given – it is not known whether any such clarification will be issued.

We can transform a BBN like that in Fig. 4 (or Fig. 5) into a form in which the only influences are common influences, such
as Fig. 6, by averaging (marginalising) over those nodes (r.v.s) in Fig. 4 that we remove to obtain Fig. 6. This transformation
preserves the meaning of the original BBN in Fig. 4: it implies no conditional independence assumptions that were not already
implied by the original BBN; and all the joint distributions between the nodes in Fig. 6 are unchanged from those between

8The version sampling distribution P (Π = π|e1, . . . , eN ) in (6) is related to the version sampling distribution P (Π = π) in (2) in any one of the following
two ways: 1) they are identical, where the explicit dependence on the influences has been surpressed in P (Π = π), or 2) one sampling distribution is obtained
from the other by averaging over the possible values of the influences. That is, P (Π = π) = E [P (Π = π|E1, . . . , EN )] .
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the homologous nodes in the original BBN [18]. However, Fig. 6 omits the details of how the non-common influences affect
the development process (e.g. which phase of development they affected). 9

So, scenarios with quite different common influences, even affecting different phases of development, can be reduced to a
common mathematical form from the viewpoint of conditional independence relations. We can thus formulate theorems that
depend only on the presence of common influences.

In the following sections we discuss the implications of these models. We state the mathematical results, while the details,
derivations and proofs can be found in the appendices.

C. Effect of common influences on expected system pfd

Consider a system development process as in Fig. 4, with multiple, mutually independent common influences E 1, ...EN .
There are also influences (IA, JA and IB , JB) that affect the development of only one version; we remove their nodes from
the BBN to obtain Fig. 6 (by “marginalizing” as in section IV-B). Then, in Fig. 6 the only ancestor nodes of the Π A and ΠB

nodes are E1, ...EN , that model influences common to the two version development processes. The version developments are
not independent; the ISA does not hold. The events “ΠA fails” and “ΠB fails”, are conditionally independent, conditionally
on the values of the common influences E1, ...EN and the demand X :

θAB;e1,...,eN (x) := P

(
ω (ΠA, x)ω (ΠB , x) = 1

∣∣∣∣E1 = e1, . . . , EN = eN

)

= θA;e1,...,eN (x) θB;e1,...,eN (x) (7)

where the three “θ” terms denote the difficulty functions for the system, for ΠA and for ΠB , given a demand, x, and values
for all of the common influences.

As a consequence, the system difficulty function is (see Appendices B and C),

θAB(x) = θA(x)θB(x) + Cov
[
θA;E1,...,EN

(x), θB;E1,...,EN
(x)

]
(8)

Differently from the EL and LM models, failures of the two versions are no longer independent conditionally on each demand:
θAB(x) �= θA(x)θB(x). The common influences invalidate the ISA and thus the form of conditional independence of failures
that underpins the EL and LM models.

To illustrate, consider this thought experiment. Suppose that we know the difficulty of a certain demand x for version A,
θA(x), and that the covariance term in (8) is positive on demand x; and that we observe that version A in fact fails on
x. We should then consider likely that during development the values of the common influences E 1, . . . , EN happened to
take values e1, . . . , eN such that demand x was more “difficult” – more likely to become a failure point – than on average:
θA;e1,...,eN (x) ≥ θA(x). Recall that θA(x) is an average of θA;e1,...,eN (x) over all possible values of the influences (all possible
instances of the development process); the evidence of version failure shows that the process as it actually happened this time
was probably more likely to make x a failure point. But both developments were exposed to these values e 1, . . . , eN of the
common influences; the positive covariance term then tells us that demand x was also especially difficult “this time” for the
other version: θB;e1,...,eN (x) ≥ θB(x).

From equation (8), the expected probability of common failure (i.e. expected pfd of the 1-out-of-2 system) is obtained by
averaging θAB(x) over all possible demands, yielding:

E [ θAB(X) ] = E [ pfdA ] E [ pfdB ] + Cov [ θA(X), θB(X) ] + E

[
Cov

[
θA;E1,...,EN

(X) , θB;E1,...,EN
(X)

∣∣∣∣X
] ]

(9)

Note that if there are no common influences, all covariance terms with respect to influences become zero, and this equation
simplifies to equation (5), the LM model.

We have shown that common influences affect the expected system pfd. Given the scenario in Fig.4, if one could remove
all the common influences without changing the marginal sampling distributions of the two versions, the expected system pfd
would change. If each conditional covariance in the final term of (9) were positive, removing the common influences would be
an improvement, perhaps a large one: isolating the version development processes would be beneficial, as commonly believed.
Such a mathematically clean change might be infeasible in real life; but we can use this style of reasoning to identify categories
of changes that would be beneficial.

9In Fig. 6, all common influences are mutually independent, a property that we will exploit shortly. If Fig. 4 had sets of non-mutually independent common
influences, then to achieve the canonical form in Fig. 6 we would first merge each such set into a single r.v. (a “vector” r.v., whose set of possible values is
the Cartesian product of the sets of possible values of all the r.v.s thus “merged”). The most general case of Fig. 6 would have a single common parent for
the nodes ΠA,ΠB , as in Fig. 7, representing “all common influences affecting the two developments”.
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V. PREFERENCES BETWEEN DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

In this section we study scenarios in which our models imply a ranking between alternative policies for the development
of a diverse-redundant system: the “better” policy guarantees better or equal mean system pfd than the alternative policy. We
identify sufficient conditions for such rankings. We seek scenarios in which the models would actually help in decision making:
sufficient conditions that one may recognise as approximately satisfied in the real world situation in which one is called to
choose between possible policies.

A. Mirrored version development processes

An interesting special case is that of two version development processes being (stochastically) mirrored, by which we mean
that the BBN parts that describe the developments of channel A and channel B (e.g. in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) have identical nodes
and edges and the same distributions for all their random variables: the two processes are probabilistically “identical”, as in the
EL model but with the added possibility of common influences. It may then be possible to decouple the version development
processes with respect to a common influence, i.e., replace the common influence with two influences, one for each version,
both having the same probability distribution as the common influence they replace, without changing the rest of the version
development processes.

An example is the replacement of a process for randomly generating test cases, each test case then being used on both
versions, with two stochastically identical, but independent, test case generation processes, one for each version [21]. The
test cases are only used for testing, and testing results are only a function of the test cases and of the code under test, so
no conditional probability distributions in the BBN change when we “decouple”. Another example is choosing one compiler
(from a range of suitable ones) for generating object code for both channels, vs. choosing two compilers, according to the
same distribution, independently. The compiler affects which object code is subjected to linking, testing, etc, but the outputs
of these further steps depend only on the input submitted to them, not on how it was generated. So, this decoupling does not
change any conditional probability in the BBN.

Demand 
     X 

Development of Channel A 

Development of  Channel B 

B  
fails 

 
fails 

System 
  fails 

System
 operation B

A
A

E 

Fig. 7. BBN for a system with one common influence between the development processes. For example, if E is the set of test cases chosen, the same test
cases are used to test both versions.
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System
 operation B
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BE

Fig. 8. The system development process of Fig. 7, after “decoupling” with respect to influence E. If E was a selection of test cases according to some
method, here the two teams choose their test cases independently, but via the same method used in Fig. 7. The version sampling distribution and difficulty
function for each channel are identical to Fig. 7 .

“Decoupling” transforms a graph like that in Fig. 7 into another graph, as in Fig. 8, where E A and EB have identical
distributions to that of E in Fig. 7. To see how “decoupling” affects system reliability, we derive the mathematical form of
the expected system pfd before and after decoupling. Both are given by averaging the system difficulty function θ AB(x) over
all possible demands, but, we will see, the two system difficulty functions differ in a way that implies a preference.

Consider a mirrored development process with N mutually independent common influences E 1, . . . , EN . Before decoupling,
the system difficulty function θAB(x) has the form given by (8), since this equation results from (7). So, on each demand x,
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the system difficulty function is simply a weighted sum over the values of θAB;e1,...,eN (x), as shown in Appendix B:

θAB(x) =
∑
eN

[
. . .

[∑
e1

[θAB;e1,...,eN
(x)]P (E1 = e1)

]
. . .

]
P (EN = eN)

= E

[
E

[
. . .E

[
θAB;E1,...,EN

(x)

∣∣∣∣E2, . . . , EN

]
. . .

∣∣∣∣EN

]]
(10)

Without loss of generality10 and using the fact that the two version development processes are identically distributed 11, we
rewrite the innermost sum in (10) as:∑

e1

[
θAB;e1,...,eN

(x)
]
P (E1 = e1) = E[ θAB;E1,e2,...,eN

(x) ]

= E[
(
θA;E1,e2,...,eN

(x)
)2

]

=
(
E[ θA;E1,e2,...,eN

(x) ]
)2

+ Var
[
θA;E1,e2...eN (x)

]
, (11)

where VarE1

[
θA;E1,e2...eN (x)

] ≥ 0, since it is a variance.
Upon decoupling, the single common influence E1 is replaced by two independent, identically distributed 12 influences –

EA and EB say – one for each version development process. Thus, conditional on the realisations e A, eB, e2, . . . , eN of the
influences, the conditional system difficulty function factors into a product of conditional difficulty functions, one for each
version development process (cf. (7)).

θAB;eA,eB ,e2...,eN (x) := P

(
ω (ΠA, x)ω (ΠB, x) = 1

∣∣∣∣ EA = eA, EB = eB, E2 = e2, . . . , EN = eN

)

= θA;eA,e2,...,eN (x) θB;eB ,e2,...,eN (x) (12)

Thus, the system difficulty associated with an arbitrary demand x is given by the following expectation.

θAB(x) =
∑
eN

[
. . .

[ ∑
e2

[ ∑
eB

∑
eA

[
θAB;eA,eB,e2...,eN

(x)
]
P (EA = eA)P (EB = eB)

]
P (E2 = e2)

]
. . .

]
P (EN = eN )

= E

[
E

[
. . .E

[
θAB;EA,EB,E2...,EN

(x)

∣∣∣∣E2 . . . , EN

]
. . .

∣∣∣∣EN

]]
(13)

Comparing (10) and (13), we note that the difference in the weighted sums before and after decoupling lies in the innermost
sum: expectation with respect to E1 has been replaced with an expectation with respect to the pair EA and EB . Expanding
the innermost sums in (13) as follows shows the effect of this difference.∑

eB

∑
eA

[
θAB;eA,eB,e2...,eN

(x)
]
P (EA = eA)P (EB = eB) = E[ θAB;EA,EB,e2,...,eN

(x) ]

= E[ θA;EA,e2,...,eN
(x) θB;EB,e2,...,eN

(x) ]

= E
[
θA;EA,e2,...,eN

(x)
]

E
[
θB;EB,e2,...,eN

(x)
]

=
(
E[ θA;E1,e2,...,eN

(x) ]
)2

(14)

Equations (11) and (14) are identical (that is, the terms are the same), except that decoupling has eliminated the non-negative
variance term in (11); this holds for each possible realisation of the circumstances of development e 2, . . . , eN and each demand
x. In summary, the common influence E1 creates variance terms, which would be added up through all the sums in (10), that
“decoupling” with respect to E1 removes: the expected system pfd from (10) is never smaller than that from (13); this justifies
the following preference criterion.

Preference criterion 1: Decoupling of mirrored version development processes. Given two mirrored development
processes with a finite number of independent, common influences, substituting one of the common influences, say
E, with two independent influences (one for each process), with the same distribution as E, yields better (or at worst
unchanged) expected system pfd.

Note that:
• after applying this “decoupling”, the resulting processes are still mirrored and, therefore, this criterion still applies:

“decoupling” with respect to any finite number of common influences is an improvement;

10These equations are invariant under permutations of the common influences since: 1) there is a finite set of mutually independent common influences,
and 2) the difficulty functions are non-negative. The mutual independence of the common influences is best seen in Fig. 6, which the equations describe. In
the BBN there is symmetry among the common influences. Creating probabilistic dependence between two common influences, e.g. as an arc joining them,
would destroy the symmetry. See also footnote 9.

11So that θA;e1,e2,...,eN
(x) = θB;e1,e2,...,eN

(x) for all e1, . . . , eN , x.
12That is, E1, EA and EB have the same probability distribution.
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• just removing a common influence that affects both development processes does not guarantee improvement; leaving all
the other probabilities unchanged is also necessary. E.g., one could remove a common influence “common selection of
test cases” by just omitting that testing stage altogether. But this would change the two version sampling distributions,
presumably for the worse, and thus may cause worse expected system pfd. The beneficial “decoupling” defined here,
instead, does not change the two version sampling distributions, but only their joint distribution, and this turns out to be
an improvement.

B. Non-mirrored version development processes

For development processes that are not mirrored – that produce program versions according to different version sampling
distributions – what are the effects of decoupling, if any?

The version development processes differ: there exist values of e 1, . . . , eN , x for which θA;e1,e2,...,eN
(x) �= θB;e1,e2,...,eN

(x).
Instead of (11), we have

E
[
θAB;E1,e2,...,eN

(x)
]
= E

[
θA;E1,e2,...,eN

(x) θB;E1,e2,...,eN
(x)

]
= E

[
θA;E1,e2,...,eN

(x)
]
E
[
θB;E1,e2,...,eN

(x)
]

+ Cov
[
θA;E1,e2,...,eN

(x), θB;E1,e2,...,eN
(x)

]
(15)

with a covariance term (with respect to E1) where (11) has a variance. Covariances may be negative, positive or zero: decoupling
with respect to this influence, by eliminating the covariance term, might increase, reduce, or leave unchanged, the expected
system pfd. Decoupling is beneficial if the covariance term in (15) is positive (for all values of E 2, . . . , EN , x).

Preference criterion 2: Decoupling of diverse version development processes. Given two development processes
with a finite number of independent, common influences, if the two processes’ difficulty functions have non-negative
covariance with respect to some common influence E, for all possible values of all of the other common influences
and of the demand, then substituting E with two independent influences (one for each process) with the same
distribution as E, yields better (or at worst unchanged) expected system pfd.

To use this result in concrete decisions, one needs first to be able to trust the positive covariance assumption, without estimating
the θs and expected pfds in the equations (which is normally impossible). Scenarios for which this “positive covariance”
expectation is reasonable do exist. For instance, if both versions are purpose-built for the same system, and the time or effort
available for developing each version may vary due to some factor that affects both – say, the client changing the delivery
deadline – then one would expect that increasing the time available will reduce “difficulty” for every demand, irrespective
of other influences, while reducing the time will increase “difficulty”: the two difficulty functions are, for each demand,
monotonically decreasing functions of the common influence, and thus create a positive covariance term. 13

Given such a scenario, Criterion 2 implies that for such custom-built versions, if there is an option to “decouple” (with
respect to common influences that have such correlated effects on both version developments) without otherwise changing the
statistics of the two version development processes, this option should be taken. Likewise, given a choice between pairing
off-the-shelf versions that were originally affected by such a common influence (with unknown value) and others that were not
– the development processes being otherwise stochastically equivalent in the two scenarios – we should expect better system
pfd from the latter. The “keeping everything else equal” requirement is, of course, the main challenge. 14

A dual theorem also applies: if the conditions of preference criterion 2 are satisfied, except that the covariance term with
respect to E is negative, then not decoupling with respect to E will improve the expected system pfd. This suggests the
appealing idea of introducing random influences such that whenever on some demands they happen to hinder one version
development team, they also help the other team. This possibility was first discussed with respect to the choice of test cases
[21], noting that it was hard to imagine strategies giving such negative covariance. We describe an example scenario, based
on project management dynamically ensuring diversity of some aspect of design, in Appendix E.

C. Homogeneous versus diverse development processes

Finally, we return to the case of two mirrored version development processes with mutually independent common influences.
A plausible way of “increasing diversity” is to require one of the two development teams to change its own process in some
aspect (and thus change the probability distributions associated to some node in the BBN), with the constraint that this alternative

13Non-negative covariance is guaranteed if the two difficulty functions θA;e1,e2,...,eN
(x) and θB;e1,e2,...,eN

(x) are monotonic functions (both non-
increasing or both non-decreasing) of E1, irrespective of the values e2, . . . , eN , x (cf Appendix D).

14To illustrate this challenge, consider e.g. the case of the common influence “time available from project start to delivery”. A project manager could try
to “decouple” with respect to this influence by e.g. buying one of the two versions, say B, “off the shelf”: its development would certainly not have been
subjected to the same fortuitous variations in development time as purpose-built version A; but would it be close enough to being stochastically identical to
the development of a hypothetical purpose-built version B, so that one can trust the off-the-shelf option for B to be advisable per Criterion 2? Or the project
manager could perhaps partition the demand space into two subsets XA and XB , and mandate how much time team A must devote to demands in XA and
team B to those in XB . Thus, for demands in – for instance – XA, the difficulty function θA(x) is made independent of the influence “time available for
system testing”, while θB(x) depends on it: cov(θA(x), θB(x)) with respect to this influence is 0. But, even assuming that this management intervention
makes concrete sense in this project, it makes difficulty functions θA(x) and θB(x) different from what they would be without it: again, Criterion 2 would
not automatically apply. Being aware of a commonality for which “decoupling” might be beneficial does not imply that such “decoupling” is actually feasible.
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process should be different from, but no worse than, the original process. What changes might be the technology used, or the
testing methods, or the algorithms implemented. Let us call the two processes α and β.

Given no common influences, Littlewood and Miller [12] proved that this change is an improvement – the expected system
pfd of a system in which one version is produced by α and the other by β is no worse than that of a system in which both
versions are produced by the same process – if α and β are equivalent in that they satisfy an “indifference” condition: a system
made of two versions, both produced by α, has the same expected pfd as a system of two versions produced by β. If I have
no reason for believing that either process, used for both versions, would produce on average a superior two-version system,
the rational decision is to apply different processes to the two versions.

We prove in Appendix F that this inequality also holds if the two version development processes are not independent but
have common influences, and thus:

Preference criterion 3: Diversification between version developments. If using either a process α exclusively, or
a process β exclusively to develop two versions for a 1-out-of-2 system gives the same expected system pfd, then
using process α for one version and process β for the other yields better (or at worst unchanged) expected system
pfd.

Acting upon this “criterion for improvement” is, in a sense, irreversible. Once we alter two mirrored version development
processes by “diversifying” some part of them, and thus turning variance terms in our expression for the average system pfd
into covariance terms, adding a common influence will not reintroduce variance terms. That is, adding some “coupling” may
make the system less reliable on average, but will not produce in the equations the feature that is a sufficient condition for
this decreased reliability.

D. Influences of a development team on another

Suppose a team is allowed to send suggestions or questions to the other team; or to the project manager, who then issues
instructions to both teams. With reference to Fig. 5, this could mean e.g. an extra node, to represent the contents of the
communication, with parents in the “Channel A’s development” part, and edges leading to, e.g., the “Specification clarification”
node (if team A prompts a clarification) or directly to nodes in the “Channel B’s development” part (if team A talks directly to
team B). One could similarly allow team B to communicate to team A and/or the management. Such edges from the “Channel
development” parts of the BBN to the rest complicate the topology that we have assumed. The effects on the preference criteria
depend on what questions we ask. For instance:

• to decide whether to “decouple” with respect to the “System test demands” common influence, we can just merge (footnote
9) all the nodes to the left of “versions before system testing” into a single common influence. The resulting BBN belongs
to the types already studied, and one can check for applicability of criterion 1 or 2;

• to decide, instead, whether these communication paths between the teams are an improvement or not, we have as yet no
topology-based preference criterion. The answer depends on the values of the conditional distributions, which determine
whether these communications would, on average, improve the system development process, e.g. whether the potential
benefit from removing specification errors (improving system reliability) outweighs the potential harm of sharing views
that foster common errors by both teams.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have studied questions about the effects of project management, or procurement, policies on the system pfd of 1–out–
of–N systems. Between two multiple-version development processes that appear sound, which one should be picked? Or, given
a tried and tested process will a certain proposed change to it be an improvement? Since the system development process does
not fully determine the resulting system pfd, we need to reason in terms of probabilities and probability distributions. There
is normally not enough statistical evidence to suggest such probabilities; yet, rigorous probabilistic reasoning at least clarifies
whether the assumptions that one believes to be true do support a specific decision. We have looked for pairs of alternative
development processes for which mathematical modelling can show which alternative to prefer.

A. Mathematical view of results

Until now, most interesting results derived from the seminal work by Eckhardt and Lee and Littlewood and Miller seemed
only to apply to the narrow case of independently developed versions with identical expected pfd. We have removed this
limitation via a natural, general and powerful extension of these models. Via the abstraction of “common influences” – random
variables affecting version development – many scenarios of system development, with various factors affecting system failure,
can be represented and reduced to a common representation as in Fig. 6 and Section IV-C.

“Common influences” are not limited to development. For instance, to take into account physical failures as well as software-
caused failures, our BBNs can represent common stress factors like ambient temperature or common shocks as extra parent
nodes of the nodes “ΠA fails” and “ΠB fails”.

Our models are quite abstract, in that they refer to functions that cannot usually be estimated in practice, but they:
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Fig. 9. The space of possible assumptions about a system development process, and its subsets on which the various results apply. The arrows show
“preference criteria”: following an arrow between subsets of scenarios can only change expected system pfd for the better. The arrow on the right stands for
preference criterion 2 when the common influence used for “decoupling” the processes induces positive covariance between difficulty functions; with negative
covariance, the arrow would point downward.

• clarify the relationship between the intuitive ideas of “separation”, “ independence”, “diversity of process”, the formal
concepts of independence and correlation, and measures of interest such as the pfd;

• offer some direct, practical help for decision making, like our three “preference criteria” among processes for developing
two-version systems, based on sufficient conditions which we think people will recognise to match their assumptions in
certain practical decision problems, e.g. “indifference” between two development processes.

Previous results can now be seen as special cases. For instance, it was previously shown that with two isolated and
stochastically equivalent version development processes, a common test suite between the two processes would increase the
probability of common failure [21]. Our preference criteria generalise this conclusion: for any finite number of stages of testing,
given equal (possibly non-independent) development processes for the pre-test versions, separate, independent generation of
the test suites for the two versions is preferred to choosing the same suite for the two versions.

Fig. 9 shows how our results widen the range of scenarios in which mathematically founded preferences hold between
alternate ways of running multiple-version development. Our “preference criteria” specify changes that improve the system
development process by shifting it from one domain to another in Fig. 9. They improve over previous theory by giving sufficient
conditions for answering questions such as, “When is combining multiple ways of ‘forcing’ diversity more beneficial than
‘forcing’ diversity in just one way?” ([5], [22]).

Representing the models as Bayesian Belief Networks seems beneficial in itself: conditional independence relationships are
made explicit, and their implications can be seen by applying simple rules based on the graph’s topology.

Our results also clarify the meaning of “independence” between version developments, and somewhat reduce its importance.
Given commonalities between the developments of two versions, whether the two developments are stochastically independent
depends on how much we assume to be uncertain about them. Independence holds, for all of the scenarios of real-world
developments we have modelled, once all the random factors that affect both versions have taken specific values. This latter
viewpoint is the better one for answering some interesting questions. For example, to study the effect of adding a common
influence at a certain stage of the version development processes, it helps to assume as determined, and thus independent, all
the previous stages. The added influence then violates this independence, and one can focus on whether its effects would be
positive or negative. These observations are detailed further in appendix G.

B. Updates to accepted principles and opinions

A major question we addressed is whether the insights of the earlier “EL” and “LM” models [7] remain valid without the
extreme assumption of strictly independent version development processes. The main message from the “EL” result was that
a prudent (pessimistic) assessor, given identical version development processes, should assume that the mean probability of
system failure is worse than the product of the mean probabilities of channel failure. This message still holds: given mirrored
version development processes, the ISA was indeed the most optimistic assumption (cf. (11)), thus the EL message applies a
fortiori if it is violated. Note that “forcing” diversity alone, without satisfying our preference criteria, does not even guarantee
better expected system pfd than that implied by the EL assumptions.

As for guidance about how to produce diverse systems, our results support, for many scenarios, the common beliefs in strong
“separation” and “diversification” between version development processes, but also show their limits. Any random common
influence affects the expected system pfd, but this only matters in practice if, as in our preference criteria, we compare concrete
alternatives that differ in these influences. And our models clearly describe cases that violate “common-sense” generalizations:
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1) common influences may reduce diversity and yet improve system pfd (e.g., with additional testing on common test cases);
2) common influences may improve system pfd by increasing diversity ((8) and Appendix E)). This suggests dynamically
altering the process applied to one version to make it “as different as possible” from that applied to the other, not just trying
to force such differences via pre-development decisions.

Our preference criteria still depend on restrictive sufficient conditions. We believe that often in software development the
decision makers can make informed judgements about whether these assumptions hold, even if only approximately. Then,
they can make decisions consistent with these judgements by using our criteria. For example, preference criterion 2 (about
“decoupling” with respect to a common influence) requires difficulty functions with “non-negative covariance . . . for all possible
values of all of the other common influences and of the demand”: if one expected large non-negative covariance (consistent
effects of a certain influence on both versions’ probability of failure) for all the most likely values of other influences and
demands, he could justifiably expect that “decoupling” per Criterion 2 would be an improvement.

C. Directions for further research

Further study with this modelling approach should look for other “preference criteria”, with sufficient conditions that can be
recognised in practical situations. Conditions for communications initiated by the version developments teams (section V-D) to
be advantageous or damaging would be especially interesting; as would be additional examples of system development policies
that create useful, negative covariance between the difficulty functions of the two processes.

1-out-of-2 systems are an important category of systems, and illustrate the basic problems in managing “diversity”, but
results applicable to other fault-tolerant architectures would be desirable. Littlewood and Miller [12] showed that many results
do not extend in intuitive ways from the 1-out-of-2 case, and further subtle, counter-intuitive effects are possible.

Even with such further developments, theorems, apart from improving understanding, can answer only few of the questions
about how to develop diverse software (or any other human endeavour). Our results implicitly outline the large set of other
questions that can only be answered empirically, and often only after the fact. First, when the sufficient conditions for our
preference criteria are not satisfied, decisions must be based on experimental evidence about what works best, or, in its absence,
on educated, subjective judgement. In addition, our criteria are just inequalities: they indicate the “better” one between two
options, but not the magnitude of the advantage to be expected from it. Experimental work can measure examples of such
magnitudes,to inform judgement. even though general rules for predicting the effects in a new development projects seem out
of reach [23], [24].

All these results concern expected values of system pfd, useful for decisions about how to build a diverse system. For
assessing a delivered system, instead, they can help to claim that the development approach was appropriate – a claim that
has a major role in how critical software is currently assessed – but nothing more. Assessing the product actually delivered is
obviously essential, though difficult for the extreme reliability levels often sought via software diversity [8], [9].

D. Summary

These results greatly extend the set of situations for which preferences between ways of developing diverse software can
be stated on a purely mathematical basis. They support common beliefs about the importance of separation and diversity
between development processes towards achieving failure diversity, but rigorously delimit the premises under which these
beliefs are justified. Formal probabilistic modelling reveals non-intuitive results, like the conditions under which removing
“commonalities” between version developments, or intentionally diversifying them, is certainly helpful (but may or may not
be feasible); or is certainly damaging; or has uncertain effect.
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